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The PACS spectrometer
PACS-S was an Integral Field Spectrograph, with an image slicer as the Integral Field Unit
Ø Instantaneous FoV is 47”x47”
Ø 5x5 spaxels (spatial pixels) each 9”.4x9”.4
Ø At the detector level, these 25 spaxels are known as 25 modules each with a row of 16
detector pixels (Ge:Ga crystals)
Ø Two detectors, for the red and blue wavelength ranges
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The PACS spectral cubes
PACS-S products are spectral cubes:

The PACS spectrometer
PACS-S gave blue and red camera data simultaneously:
Ø ~50—100µm and ~100—220µm *
Ø For any observation, the prime data were from the camera requested, the parallel data
came from from the other camera
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* however, see the later talk on Data Products

PACS-S observing modes
The choices observers made were:
Ø Spectral coverage and spectral sampling
Ø The spatial coverage and sampling
Ø The way to observe the background (the Herschel telescope mirror dominated the PACS
background spectrum), based on how crowded the FoV was (how much “clean” sky was
near your target)

PACS-S observing modes
Spectral coverage choices:
Ø Line scans: cover 1 unresolved line + continuum (highest spectral sampling)
Ø Range scans: request any range within the band (high or Nyquist spectral sampling)
Ø SEDs: cover an entire band (Nyquist spectral sampling)
Ø More than one line or range could be requested in any observation (but not for SED)
Background sampling choices:
Ø Chop-nod: default choice, instrument chopping to swap between on-source and offsource at very high frequency, gathering data from the source and the background at
each consecutive wavelength
Ø Unchopped: for crowded fields, off-source FoV observed only after on-source FoV spectra
were fully taken
Spatial coverage choices:
Ø Pointed : a single FoV
Ø Mapping: offset multiple pointings to improve the spatial sampling or cover larger fields
² Nyquist mapping: Nyquist sample the beam (super-spaxel step sizes)
² Oversampled mapping: finer spatial sampling (sub-spaxel step sizes)
² Tiling: coarse sampling, larger final field (entire FoV offsets)

PACS-S observing modes
Spectral coverage choices:
Ø Line scans: cover 1 unresolved line + continuum (highest spectral sampling)
Ø Range scans: request any range within the band (high or low spectral sampling)
Ø SEDs: cover the entire band (low spectral sampling)
Ø More than one line or range could be requested in any observation (but not for SED)
Background sampling choices:
Ø Chop-nod: default choice, instrument chopping to swap between on-source and offsource at very high frequency, gathering data from the source and the background at
each consecutive wavelength
Ø Unchopped: for crowded fields, off-source FoV observed only after on-source FoV spectra
were fully taken
Spatial coverage choices:
Ø Pointed : a single FoV
Ø Mapping: offset multiple pointings to improve the spatial sampling or cover larger fields
² Nyquist mapping: Nyquist sample the beam (super-spaxel step sizes)
² Oversampled mapping: finer spatial sampling (sub-spaxel step sizes)
² Tiling: coarse sampling, larger final field (entire FoV offsets)
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PACS-S observing modes
Spectral coverage choices:
Ø Line scans: cover 1 unresolved line + continuum (highest spectral sampling)
Ø Range scans: request any range within the band (high or low spectral sampling)
Ø SEDs: cover the entire band (low spectral sampling)
Ø More than one line or range could be requested in any observation (but not for SED)
Background sampling choices:
Ø Chop-nod: default choice, instrument chopping to swap between on-source and offsource at very high frequency, gathering data from the source and the background at
each consecutive wavelength
Ø Unchopped: for crowded fields, off-source FoV observed only after on-source FoV spectra
were fully taken
Spatial coverage choices:
Ø Pointed : a single FoV
Ø Mapping: offset multiple pointings to improve the spatial sampling or cover larger fields
² Nyquist mapping: Nyquist sample the beam (super-spaxel step sizes)
² Oversampled mapping: finer spatial sampling (sub-spaxel step sizes)
² Tiling: coarse sampling, larger final field (entire FoV offsets)

PACS-S observing modes
Spectral coverage choices:
Ø Line scans: cover 1 unresolved line + continuum (highest spectral sampling)
Ø Range scans: request any range within the band (high or low spectral sampling)
Ø SEDs: cover the entire band (low spectral sampling)
Ø More than one line or range could be requested in any observation (but not for SED)
Background sampling choices:
Ø Chop-nod: default choice, instrument chopping to swap between on-source and offsource at very high frequency, gathering data from the source and the background at
each consecutive wavelength
Ø Unchopped: for crowded fields, off-source FoV observed only after on-source FoV spectra
were fully taken
Spatial coverage choices:
Ø Pointed : a single FoV
Ø Mapping: offset multiple pointings to improve the spatial sampling or cover larger fields
² Nyquist mapping: Nyquist sample the beam (super-spaxel step sizes)
² Oversampled mapping: finer spatial sampling (sub-spaxel step sizes)
² Tiling: coarse sampling, larger final field (entire FoV offsets)

PACS-S observing modes
Pointed observations undersample the beam: there are not
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Ø More than one line or range could be requested in any observation (but not for SED)
PSF FWHM: 9—13”

Background sampling choices:
Ø Chop-nod: default choice, instrument chopping to swap between on-source and offsource at very high frequency, gathering data from the source and the background at
each consecutive wavelength
Ø Unchopped: for crowded fields, off-source FoV observed only after on-source FoV spectra
were fully taken
Spatial coverage choices:
Ø Pointed : a single FoV
Ø Mapping: offset multiple pointings to improve the spatial sampling or cover larger fields
² Nyquist mapping: Nyquist sample the beam (super-spaxel step sizes)
² Oversampled mapping: finer spatial sampling (sub-spaxel step sizes)
² Tiling: coarse sampling, larger final field (entire FoV offsets)

PACS-S observing modes
Spectral coverage choices:
Ø Line scans: cover 1 unresolved line + continuum (highest spectral sampling)
Ø Range scans: request any range within the band (high or low spectral sampling)
Ø SEDs: cover the entire band (low spectral sampling)
Ø More than one line or range could be requested in any observation (but not for SED)
Background sampling choices:
Ø Chop-nod: default choice, instrument chopping to swap between on-source and offsource at very high frequency, visiting both the source and the background at each
consecutive wavelength
Ø Unchopped: for crowded fields, off-source FoV observed only after on-source FoV spectra
were fully taken
Spatial coverage choices:
Ø Pointed : a single FoV
Ø Mapping: offset multiple pointings to improve the spatial sampling or cover larger fields
² Nyquist mapping: Nyquist sample the beam (super-spaxel step sizes)
² Oversampled mapping: finer spatial sampling (sub-spaxel step sizes)
² Tiling: coarse sampling, larger final field (entire FoV offsets)

PACS-S observing modes
Spectral coverage choices:
Ø Line scans: cover 1 unresolved line + continuum (highest spectral sampling)
Ø Range scans: request any range within the band (high or low spectral sampling)
Ø SEDs: cover the entire band (low spectral sampling)
Ø More than one line or range could be requested in any observation (but not for SED)
Background sampling choices:
Ø Chop-nod: default choice, instrument chopping to swap between on-source and offsource at very high frequency, gathering data from the source and the background at
each consecutive wavelength
Ø Unchopped: for crowded fields, off-source FoV observed only after on-source FoV spectra
were fully taken
Spatial coverage choices:
Ø Pointed : a single FoV
Ø Mapping: offset multiple pointings to improve the spatial sampling or cover larger fields
² Nyquist mapping: Nyquist sample the beam (sub-spaxel step sizes)
² Oversampled mapping: finer spatial sampling (super-spaxel step sizes)
² Tiling: coarse sampling, larger final field (entire FoV offsets)

PACS-S observing modes
Spectral coverage choices:
Ø Line scans: cover 1 unresolved line + continuum (highest spectral sampling)
Ø Range scans: request any range within the band (high or low spectral sampling)
Ø SEDs: cover the entire band (low spectral sampling)
Ø More than one line or range could be requested in any observation (but not for SED)
Background sampling choices:
Ø Chop-nod: default choice, instrument chopping to swap between on-source and offsource at very high frequency, gathering data from the source and the background at
each consecutive wavelength
Ø Unchopped: for crowded fields, off-source FoV observed only after on-source FoV spectra
were fully taken
Spatial coverage choices:
Ø Pointed : a single FoV
Ø Mapping: offset multiple pointings to improve the spatial sampling or cover larger fields
² Nyquist mapping: Nyquist sample the beam (super-spaxel step sizes)
² Oversampled mapping: finer spatial sampling (sub-spaxel step sizes)
² Tiling: coarse sampling, larger final field (entire FoV offsets)

Spectrometer calibration
The units of the spectra in the science-level cubes are Jy/spaxel -> i.e. a flux density
within the area of each spatial pixel of the cube, no matter which type of cube it is
(native or mosaic).
The fluxes are calibrated for a fully extended source (flux gradient <20% across the
FoV). For point sources, semi-extended sources, and extended sources with a steeper
gradient (e.g. nebulae, galaxies), to extract the fully-calibrated spectra, extra
corrections must be applied (see later presentations).
The PACS spectrometer flux calibration is based on the same stellar and asteroid
calibrators as used by PACS-P, and so fluxes match “by construction”. We also use the
spectrum of the telescope mirror itself for flux calibration, and the two schemes are tied
to each other.

Spectrometer calibration
Ø Absolute accuracy
² σ ~ 6—12% for all bands
² systematic error @ key wavelengths: σ ~ 1%
Ø Relative accuracy
² reproducability σ ~ 4%
² peak-to-peak ~ 15%
Ø Relative accuracy within a band and detection limit for broad features
² chop-nod mode: 5% to 150µm, 10% beyond
² unchopped mode: 10%
Notes:
Ø Additional uncertainty of 10—20 Jy on the level of the continuum for unchopped
mode
Ø Spectra between 50—55µm are uncalibrated (filter edge)
Ø Spectra >190µm are affected by order leakage and will be provided as HPDPs rather
than as part of the standard products

